If you’re searching for effective ways to fill the STEM talent pipeline, look no further than Science Olympiad. Our program allows students to try on a variety of sciences for size and develop soft skills like teamwork, collaboration and problem solving. Hosting a Science Olympiad tournament brings hundreds of students to campus, where they interact with faculty, experience your facilities and consider a future STEM pathway with your logo on their t-shirt! Students regularly say that the experience of visiting a campus for a Science Olympiad tournament was the deciding event in choosing a 2- or 4-year college.

WANT TO BE PART OF IT?
Campuses know that recruiting the best STEM students is vital to the STEM workforce. Watch how Science Olympiad brings a curated group to Colorado State University in Pueblo!
Participating in Science Olympiad gave me the opportunity to visit many universities during competitions. I learned more about what each university had to offer and got to experience what going there might be like. This helped me a lot in deciding where I wanted to apply and ultimately choosing where I wanted to go.

FELIANNE TENG
Science Olympiad alum
Felianne is studying computer science at Caltech

Science Olympiad is so important because it makes STEM fun. Students get out of the classroom and really put what they are learning and their knowledge into practice. CSU Pueblo makes Science Olympiad happen - we ARE Science Olympiad! We have faculty and more than 100 students volunteering on Science Olympiad tournament day; it’s the biggest volunteer opportunity on campus! Students (on Science Olympiad teams) fall in love with the campus and they’ll be able to continue here as STEM majors.

ABBY DAVIDSON
Regional Tournament Director
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
PUEBLO, COLORADO

2024 SCIENCE OLYMPIAD NATIONAL TOURNAMENT HOST, MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
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